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Abstract

Purpose: Organ-at-risk contouring is still a bottleneck in radiotherapy, with many deep learning methods falling short of promised results when evaluated on clinical data. We investigate the accuracy and time-savings resulting from the use of an interactive-machine-learning method for an organ-at-risk contouring task.

Methods: We implement an open-source interactive-machine-learning software application that facilitates corrective-annotation for deep-learning generated contours on X-ray CT images. A trained-physician contoured 933 hearts using our software by delineating the first image, starting model training, and then correcting the model predictions for all subsequent images. These corrections were added into the training data, which was used for continuously training the assisting model. From the 933 hearts, the same physician also contoured the first 10 and last 10 in Eclipse (Varian) to enable comparison in terms of accuracy and duration.

Results: We find strong agreement with manual delineations, with a dice score of 0.95. The annotations created using corrective-annotation also take less time to create as more images are annotated, resulting in substantial time savings compared to manual methods. After 923 images had been delineated, hearts took 2 minutes and 2 seconds to delineate on average, which includes time to evaluate the initial model
prediction and assign the needed corrections, compared to 7 minutes and 1 seconds when delineating manually.

Conclusions: Our experiment demonstrates that interactive-machine-learning with corrective-annotation provides a fast and accessible way for non computer-scientists to train deep-learning models to segment their own structures of interest as part of routine clinical workflows.
1. Introduction

Half of all cancer patients receive radiotherapy\(^1\), which is associated with a range of dose dependent side effects\(^2\). Effective mitigation of these side effects requires accurate delineation of organs-at-risk, such as the heart and oesophagus\(^3,4\). Manual delineation is still widely used but time-consuming in comparison to automated methods\(^5\) and subject to large inter-observer variation\(^6,7\).

A review of auto-segmentation methods for radiotherapy indicated deep-learning methods and convolutional neural networks (CNN) in particular as representing the state-of-the-art\(^8\). See existing surveys of deep-learning for radiotherapy for explanations of machine learning, deep learning, and CNNs\(^9\).

Although CNNs exhibit impressive performance when the training and testing data are drawn from the same distribution\(^5,10,11,12,13\), variations specific to on-site clinical data may result in decreased performance\(^14,15,16\). For example it has been found that organ deformations due to an abdominal compression technique impaired the performance of an externally trained CNN model\(^17\).

Training models on-site is a potential solution but can be challenging as training neural networks involves time-consuming trial and error\(^9\) and hiring the appropriate experts is associated with high costs. A lack of large and high-quality publicly available datasets compounds the problem\(^18\) as annotating large enough datasets for training deep-learning models with purely on-site data may be infeasible.

Corrective-annotation is an annotation sparsification strategy that results in a sub-region of each image being labelled. Annotation-sparsification strategies reduce the amount of user-annotation per-image. For a 3D heart segmentation dataset, annotation-sparsification was found to enable deep-learning models to be trained using just 20\% of the labelled data whilst obtaining similar performance\(^19\).

As opposed to approaches that rely on automatic methods to infer which regions of an image are most useful for labelling\(^19\), corrective-annotation utilises human feedback (Figure 1) to identify problematic regions of the image for the model\(^20,21,22,23\). Methods such as corrective-annotation which utilise a human-in-the-loop to improve machine learning implementations are known as interactive machine learning (IML)\(^24\).
In prior work, corrective-annotation IML methods have been used to train deep-learning segmentation models for a diverse array of modalities, including 2D plant photographs, laser ablation tomography, histopathology and 3D X-ray CT images of methane in sand.

To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has evaluated an IML approach applied to medical X-ray CT data. Therefore we implement an IML system for X-ray CT data and investigate its effectiveness for organ-at-risk segmentation.

We hypothesise that (1) semi-automatic contouring via an IML corrective-annotation method will provide similar accuracy to existing manual methods; And (2) that it will offer continuous improvements in contouring time as more images are annotated, eventually leading to substantial time savings.

II. Materials and Methods

We use a corrective-annotation approach to contour a large dataset of hearts by having a physician correct all generated contours during training (Figure 1). The process is semi-automatic, with the assisting model continuously learning as more images are annotated.

II.A. Dataset

We used X-ray CT scans from a cohort of patients that had been collated for a study on the association between mean heart dose and radiation-induced lymphopenia. The CT scans were from patients who had started to receive radiotherapy to the chest region between 2009 and 2016 at Rigshospitalet in Denmark. The cohort was restricted to patients who were at least 18 years old, had dosimetric data available, a solid malignant tumour (excluding lymphoma) and a blood count both before and after receiving radiotherapy. This resulted in 933 X-ray CT scans from 923 patients, of which 308 had breast cancer, 291 had esophageal cancer, 56 had small-cell-lung-carcinoma and 268 had non-small-cell lung carcinoma. The 933 images had varying slice thicknesses. 209 images had a slice thickness of 3mm, 721 had a slice thickness of 2mm, and 3 had a slice thickness of 1mm. The number of voxels in each dimension varied. The total number of slices (depth) varied from 96 to 489 with a mean of 189. The width and height of the axial plane ranged from 512 to 658, with a mean of...
537 voxels. No pre-processing was performed to normalize the images in any way. All files were saved in the gzip compressed NIFTI file format with extension .nii.gz. to facilitate convenient loading with nibabel library.

II.B. Software Implementation

We implemented RootPainter3D, which is based on RootPainter, an open-source corrective-annotation software application that utilises a client-server architecture and makes the necessary operations to train and use a deep-learning model for image segmentation available via a cross-platform graphical user interface.

The original RootPainter uses a variant of U-Net modified to utilise group norm and residual connections. Compared to the 2D version we modify the software in several ways. The 2D convolutional layers were converted to 3D, resulting in a variant of the 3D U-Net architecture which is known to perform well for organ-at-risk segmentation and sparse data. The interface was modified to allow contrast settings to be adjusted, navigation and annotation of 3D images, with viewing enabled in both sagittal and axial views simultaneously. The data augmentation was removed. Although it is claimed data augmentation is critical to achieving favourable generalisation performance, results indicate the advantages of data-augmentation can be inconsistent and dataset specific.

RootPainter3D allows a user to inspect model predictions on a dataset that they work through sequentially - one image at a time. For each image, they initially define a bounding box in order to obtain predictions for a region containing the organ of interest. The user is able to assign corrections to the model predictions given for the defined region. When the user clicks 'save and next' in the interface the current annotation is saved to disk in a folder of annotations which is shared with a remote server with a more powerful graphics processing unit (GPU). The server component of the software continuously trains a 3D U-Net on the available annotations using stochastic gradient descent. For RootPainter3D, batches of 4 annotations, with their associated image regions are sampled from the annotation folder without replacement. The regions of the images used for training are only those where user-annotations are assigned. Supervised training is used but the annotations are sparse. Only the defined regions (what the user has specified as either foreground or background) are used for computing the loss which is used for updating the model weights.
The contrast settings (see Contouring procedure for more details) can be changed to a preset option in the view menu, such as mediastinal, which was used for our experiments.

II.C. Contouring procedure

To enable comparison to a manual method widely used in the clinic, 20 hearts were also delineated using the Eclipse treatment planning software from Varian Medical Systems, Inc.

From the 933 heart CT scans, the annotator delineated the first 10 in Eclipse and then all 933 in RootPainter3D and then the last 10 in Eclipse. This was done to allow the dice score (see section II.F.) to be computed between the contours done in RootPainter3D and Eclipse, and also to compare delineation time between RootPainter3D and Eclipse at the start and end of the RootPainter3D model training process.

Contouring in both Eclipse and RootPainter3D was done using the mediastinal hounsfield unit (HU) window which ranges from -125 HU to 250 HU. For both software applications, annotation can be performed in both the sagittal and axial views but for our experiment all annotation was assigned in the axial view. We used a single physician and contours were collected for research purposes, rather than as part of a routine procedure.

In RootPainter3D the user is able to view the model’s initial segmentation in blue (Figure 2). They can annotate foreground (heart) regions in red and background (not heart) regions in green (Figure 2). A 3D segmentation consists of a model prediction for each voxel in an image. If annotating correctly, the red foreground annotation should correspond to model predictions that were false negatives, and the green background regions should be targeted towards false positive model predictions. Taking corrections into account, the corrected contour can be viewed using the outline view (Figure 3).

When contouring in Eclipse, every third slice was contoured and then interpolation was used to join the slices, as this is a standard clinical procedure used to save time compared to contouring all slices. The contours were not further modified after the interpolation had been applied. The same trained physician delineated all hearts in both RootPainter3D and Eclipse using the Danish guidelines for whole heart contouring

In order to ensure the physician’s familiarity with both software applications prior to the experiment, 20 hearts that were not used as part of the experiment were contoured in...
both applications.

In RootPainter3D, the initial image was densely delineated without considering the model’s segmentation. After delineating the first image, the training procedure started. The subsequent 932 images were delineated by having the physician evaluate the model prediction and then correct all errors using the user interface.

II.D. Training

The training process for neural networks is a procedure where the network weights and biases are iteratively updated by a gradient descent algorithm, which compares the network outputs with the desired output\(^{39}\).

When a user completes a delineation in the RootPainter3D client software, the annotation is saved to disk and training is started automatically by sending an instruction to the server.

The training routine, once started, first creates a model using Kaiming initialisation to assign random parameters\(^{40}\), and then trains that model by continuously iterating over all saved annotations.

The training procedure treats newly saved images similarly to previously saved images as all images are equally likely to be used in the next batch of the training procedure. It loads the annotations from disk and uses these, combined with the image data, to train a model to predict the annotated regions correctly. For the RootPainter3D trainer, regions that are not annotated are set to 0 in both the network predictions and annotation. This means only the regions of the image explicitly annotated as either foreground or background by the annotator are used to compute the loss. The loss is then used to update the network weights. The loss function used in RootPainter3D is a combination of cross-entropy and dice loss\(^{41}\).

A GPU is required for achieving optimal performance when training large parameter models such as deep neural networks. As the entire dataset cannot fit in the memory of the GPU, stochastic gradient descent is used to make network updates based on a subset (known as a batch) of the full available dataset. In our case the network is trained with a batch size of 4. We used two NVIDIA Titan RTX GPUs, with 24GB of memory each,
using a data-parallel\textsuperscript{42} approach. Due to GPU memory constraints, instead of using the full images, a sub-region (patch) is sampled from a random location that contains annotation, from each of the randomly sampled images in the training batch. The patch dimensions are 228, 228 and 52 voxels, corresponding to width, height and depth respectively.

For the RootPainter3D trainer application, once training has started, the process is continuous, even when the client application is closed. The trainer application keeps track of a counter named \textit{epochs\_without\_progress}. This counter is used to measure the length of time that the network has been trained without obtaining a new high score on the validation data.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.E. Validation

In a machine learning context, the purpose of validation is to estimate model performance on unseen data. Networks with large capacity can overfit arbitrary datasets\textsuperscript{43}. Fortunately, they have a tendency to learn smooth functions and overfitting can be conveniently mitigated with early stopping\textsuperscript{44}. Early stopping involves checking model performance on a portion of the data not used for training. This allows generalisation performance to be estimated and a snapshot of the model weights to be taken before overfitting has substantially degraded performance.

Similarly to 2D RootPainter\textsuperscript{21}, a portion of the annotated images are assigned to the validation set instead of the training set. The first image is assigned to the training dataset, then the second image is assigned to the validation dataset. From then on images are only assigned to the validation dataset if the training dataset is at least 5 times as large as the validation dataset.

The validation dataset is used for model selection, in a way equivalent to early stopping. An epoch typically refers to a full iteration over all available training data. In this context we define epoch length in terms of the number of examples sampled from the training data and have this automatically adjusted in relation to the validation set size, which increases as more images are annotated. If no validation images have been saved then the epoch length is 128. Otherwise the length is $\max(64, 2v)$ where $v$ is the number of patches containing annotation in the validation set. Setting the length of the training period based on the validation set
size ensures validation time does not overwhelm the training procedure, despite continuous addition of new cases.

At the end of each epoch the predictions for the model being trained are computed on the validation set and a dice score is computed using the available validation set annotations. If the model-in-training’s dice score is higher than the most recently saved model so far then it will be saved to disk and used for generating the segmentation presented to the user in the client user-interface.

_epochs_without_progress_ will get set to 0 in two cases. Firstly, when new data is added to the training or validation datasets. Secondly, when a new model is found which obtains a new high score on the validation set.

Network training procedures are stochastic and dependent on initial weights.\textsuperscript{45} Therefore as the first initial weights are unlikely to be optimal, repeating the training procedure with different initial weights is a simple way to obtain better results. For this reason we introduced a restart procedure. The restart procedure was not functioning for the first 478 hearts, during which the network would stop after 60 epochs without progress.

The restarting behaviour, used for the latter portion of the experiment to further boost network accuracy, would start training the network from scratch after 60 _epochs_without_progress_ were reached. If the newly trained model beat the best model on the validation set so far then it would be saved (see Validation for more details). That means if the system is left unattended for long enough, it will likely find a new best model, and keep trying relentlessly until it does.

II.F. Dice evaluation

The dice score is a measure of overlap between structures. If two structures are exactly overlapping, the dice score is 1.0. For prediction \( p \), annotation \( g \), and voxel count \( N \), dice score is defined as:

\[
\frac{2(p \cap g)}{p \cup g} = \frac{2 \sum_i^N p_i g_i}{\sum_i^N p_i + \sum_i^N g_i}
\]  

(1)

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the RootPainter3D contours before and after user correction, we compared the dice of both the initial predicted contour and the version after
corrections with contours created manually in Eclipse for the same 20 images.

For each model generated heart contour, we also compute the dice score between the predicted heart contour and corrected version for 933 images. This approach is similar to previous studies that use manually corrected model predictions as ground-truth contours for evaluation\textsuperscript{12,46}.

II.G. Interaction logging and annotation duration

To evaluate the extent to which the trained model assisted in reducing annotation time, we asked the annotator to log the specific time periods when they started and stopped annotating. We also automatically logged interaction events with the user-interface including when the user saved an image, opened a new image, moved to a different slice in the axial or sagittal views, changed zoom settings and mouse down and mouse release events.

To compute the amount of time the annotator spent on each image, we filter to interaction events inside their manually logged annotation period. For each file, we start accumulating interaction time from when the user opens that file until they open the next file. We also exclude periods of inactivity from our duration computation, which we define as no interaction events for at least 20 seconds.

Impact on radiation dose

We also compare the computed mean heart dose (Gy) when using the initial segmentation compared to the corrected contour.

To compare dose absorption we first obtain a 3D dose matrix with the same resolution as the associated image for each scan from the clinical dose plan. The dose matrix provides a cumulative level of radiation dose absorbed by each voxel in the planning CT scan. We compute the mean heart dose using the dose matrix combined with both the initial segmentation and corrected structure independently. We then take the absolute difference between the two mean heart dose measurements to allow us to plot dose deviation over time as more hearts are annotated. The dose calculation is not repeated and we therefore rely on the 3D dose matrix from the clinical calculation algorithm at the time of treatment. This was the Analytical Anistropic Algorithm for earlier treatments and superseded by the Acuros XB.
Boltzmann equation algorithm of the Eclipse systems starting in 2014.

III. Results

Duration

In order to evaluate the annotation speed of RootPainter3D, we report delineation duration as a function of the number of images annotated (Figure 4). The first 10 and last 10 hearts are shown separately to highlight both the differences with Eclipse and RootPainter3D both before and after a period of extensive interactive annotation (Figure 5). RootPainter3D is initially slower and then becomes significantly faster after it has learned from more user corrections (Figure 5).

After around 110 images, delineation duration in RootPainter3D is less than the mean delineation of the 20 hearts contoured in Eclipse (Figure 4). With the exception of temporary fluctuations, the RootPainter3D per-heart delineation duration continues to decrease as more hearts are contoured (Figure 4) becoming substantially faster than the comparison manual method with the last 10 hearts taking an average of 2 minutes and 2 seconds to delineate compared to 7 minutes and 1 seconds when using Eclipse (Figure 5). The recorded time includes both the time for the physician to evaluate the model’s segmentation and assign any required corrections. The RootPainter3D delineations also maintain strong agreement with manual delineations of the same images (Table 1).

Accuracy

The dice score between the initial predicted heart and the corrected version are shown with running mean and standard deviation which were computed using a running average from 60 images (Figure 6). The dice scores of all hearts, excluding the first (which had a dice score of 0.2) are shown in figure 6. From the 300th heart onward, the vast majority of hearts have a dice score above 0.98 (Figure 8) with a few outliers having dice scores between 0.9 and 0.95 and just two extreme outliers having dice scores below 0.7 (Figure 6).

Axial slices from the outliers a and b labelled in figure 6 are illustrated in figure 7a and figure 7b respectively. These two hearts were the only ones out of the last 600 annotated
which had a dice score lower than 0.9. In both cases the model appeared to be confused by
a large tumour adjacent to the heart.

To show the model progression more clearly, in figure 8 the y-axis minimum is raised
to 0.9, which includes most of the values. Although there are fluctuations, the mean dice
score shows a trend of continuous improvement as more images are correctively delineated
(Figure 8).

We found strong agreement between the hearts contoured in RootPainter3D and Eclipse
(Table 1). All of the last 10 hearts in RootPainter3D had higher agreement with the manual
Eclipse delineations after the corrections were assigned.

Figure 10 shows the mean heart dose and dose difference between predicted and cor-
corrected heart contours for all hearts where the absolute dose difference was less than 0.25
Gray. As shown in figure 9, only 4 of the model predicted hearts in the last 300 result in an
error in dose above 1 Gray.

IV. Discussion

The strong agreement with the manual contours shown in table 1 supports our first hy-
ypothesis that RootPainter3D will result in accurate contours. Prior heart auto-contouring
studies have observed a mean dice score of 0.925 between model predictions and manual de-
lineation\textsuperscript{12}. Disagreement between multiple heart delineators was found to give a dice score
of 0.931\textsuperscript{47}, indicating the difference between RootPainter3D delineations and our manually
created delineations may be less than the difference between two annotators, even before
corrections are assigned.

The decrease in per-image contouring duration as more hearts are annotated (figure
4) and significantly faster contouring for the last 10 hearts (Figure 5) support our second
hypothesis that RootPainter3D will offer substantial time savings.

In Eclipse, only one in every three slices was manually delineated, with the others cre-
ated using interpolation. Even though in RootPainter3D all slices were manually corrected,
the contouring time was still more than three times faster than Eclipse (Figure 5). This
discrepancy between the number of slices delineated vs interpolated also explains why Root-
Painter3D was slower than eclipse during the initial period of annotation (Figure 5).

The dice scores between the RootPainter3D corrected contours and Eclipse contours are lower than the dice scores between the RootPainter3D predicted contours and corrected contours (Table 1).

As the predicted and corrected contours are not done independently, it is expected that they will have higher agreement than two independently created contours. For quantifying errors in an existing delineation, there are some cases where this may be a strength. When delineating from scratch in noisy images and areas with little contrast, a drop in dice may be caused by differences in delineation along ambiguous border regions. With corrective-annotation, the annotator focuses on clear errors and the measured dice is therefore an indication of how often the system makes such clear errors and these may be more relevant to quantify. For creating datasets for machine learning, corrective-annotation could therefore reduce label noise consisting of natural-perturbations. Although deep-learning is relatively robust to label noise, perturbations along boundaries are particularly problematic for U-Net model training.

In prior studies, correcting contours, as opposed to contouring from scratch has been shown to increase consistency and reduce inter-observer variation.

The two outliers with low dice scores were in patients with anatomical abnormalities that will also likely be correlated to high dose to the heart (Figure 7) and in one case would have resulted in an error in dose quantification of over 6 Gray had it not been corrected (Figure 10). This is a potential limitation of using fully-automatic contouring for dose-response modelling and shows the importance of carefully reviewing the results of such models in clinical applications.

Some of the larger errors are likely due to rare anatomical or pathological features or low contrast between the structure of interest and adjacent structures (Figure 7). Improvements in auto-segmentation performance are known to depend on image quality but rare artifacts or features are inevitable and will continue to require human intervention.

A typical limitation of auto-contouring studies is the small number of scans used for evaluation, with less than 100 being typical. By evaluating our contouring software on over 900 hearts we were able to identify outliers that would have otherwise been missed.
It is clear from figure 6 that smaller datasets may exclude such outliers by chance, resulting in over-optimistic characterisations of performance on unseen data.

Despite editing auto-contours being identified as a barrier to the adoption of automatic methods, our results, in alignment with previous studies, demonstrate that correcting auto-contours saves time compared to a standard clinical workflow. In prior work, time-savings have been demonstrated, even when the predicted structures are of particularly low quality, with a dice score as low as 0.46.

The benefits of corrective-annotation to routine clinical contouring are clear as correcting inaccurate contours is already essential to optimise treatment planning. In addition to being usable by non-experts and providing performance improvements in comparison to fully-automated systems, IML can provide trust and quality control benefits which are of particular interest in a radiotherapy context.

The IML process provides feedback to the annotator on how much data is necessary to train a model to a given level of accuracy and due to their extended exposure to model behaviour, provides physicians with control of model training and insight into the strengths and limitations of an AI system, attributes needed to ensure clinical adoption.

characterise IML systems as being used for task-completion or model-building. As opposed to prior evaluations of IML with corrective-annotation for model-building, in this study we also demonstrate the potential for assisting in task-completion.

We used mean heart dose computation accuracy to measure model quality. Although it brings our results closer to a value familiar to the working radiation oncologist, the utility of mean heart dose for understanding cardiac toxicity has been called into question by recent studies. With faster contouring capabilities, IML systems such as RootPainter3D provide capabilities to contour more structures in less time, making it possible to delineate organ sub-structures in a larger cohort of patients.

We motivated the omission of data-augmentation based on results that indicate the benefits may be dataset specific. More recently, the same authors conducted a more thorough analysis, providing stronger indications that a sensibly designed data-augmentation procedure would provide benefits across datasets and organs. Thus we expect the addition of data-augmentation would further improve our results.

IV. DISCUSSION
We observed that many time consuming contour adjustments were minor changes along the boundary which are in many cases unlikely to have a large impact on dose. This aligns with previous observations and indicates a need for methods that guide delineators in determining which corrections are meaningful for dose-planning.

The combination of electronic health records, stored dose matrices and CT scans from record and verify systems has great potential to increase our understanding of radiation dose effects for normal tissues.

Prior work investigating the relationship between radiation exposure and lymphopenia for a cohort of 901 patients was completed by registering all scans to a single reference patient. Our proposed method would compliment such studies by enabling efficient segmentation of structures of interest for each individual patient CT scan, potentially mitigating errors that may result from the registration process.

Our software is made available open source and we emphasise that with a restarted training process, the same application can learn to segment other organs of interest in a research setting. As we started training from random weights and use a fairly generic U-Net architecture, we expected the performance to be similar.

The risks when working with new data and multiple clinicians will need to be carefully considered before such systems can be adopted in the clinic, and new tests may need to be designed to ensure robustness and quality.

For technical teams including physicists and programmers, an open source solution may offer the needed flexibility to modify, extend and experiment with altered versions of the software. For less technical teams, software with existing commercial support may be a preferred choice.

Our proposed method immediately utilises all user corrections in the training procedure. Although the lack of commercial support may be a barrier to uptake, compared to commercial offerings, our method provides a way for teams to continuously adapt models to specific onsite issues without waiting for updates from third-party vendors.
V. Conclusion

Our results demonstrate the benefits of continual-learning with corrective-annotation, by showing how contouring time can be continually reduced whilst maintaining accuracy. The model-training was initiated and all annotation added via the graphical-user-interface, demonstrating that our proposed software provides a user-accessible way to train and use deep-learning models to semi-automatically contour large datasets.

It may be some time before such systems can be made widely available to clinics, as medical devices utilising continual-learning are yet to be approved by the FDA\textsuperscript{64,65}.
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Figure 1: Interactive machine learning with corrective annotation puts the human-in-the-loop during the model training process.

Table 1: Dice scores between hearts delineated using RootPainter3D and Eclipse, showing strong agreement between methods. However, the RootPainter3D predicted and corrected contours are more similar to each other than either one is to the Eclipse contours. \textit{pred} refers to RootPainter3D predicted contours and \textit{cor} refers to the RootPainter3D corrected contours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eclipse vs pred</th>
<th>Eclipse vs cor</th>
<th>pred vs cor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2: Screenshot of RootPainter3D software showing segmentation in blue and annotation in red for corrections to false negative regions and green for corrections to false positive regions. The area in light red is outside of the bounding box and is not part of the predicted or corrected region. The dashed red line shows the position of the axial slice in the sagittal view. This dashed line was added after the experiment in this study was completed based on user-feedback.
Figure 3: Screenshot of RootPainter3D software showing the outline view with segmentation and annotation hidden. The axial view is shown on the right and sagittal view on the left. The user is able to change what data is shown via keyboard shortcuts or with the checkboxes shown in each viewer.
Figure 4: Delineation duration for each of the 933 images shown in order of delineation with the mean delineation duration of the 20 images contoured in Eclipse. RootPainter3D per-image delineation duration reduces over time.

Figure 5: RootPainter3D and Eclipse delineation duration for the first 10 and last 10 images out of the 933. RootPainter3D is initially slower than Eclipse but then becomes significantly faster. The last 10 hearts take an average of 2 minutes and 2 seconds to delineate in RootPainter3D compared to 7 minutes and 1 seconds when using Eclipse. Delineation in RootPainter3D is over three times faster than delineation in Eclipse.
Figure 6: The dice score for 933 images shown in delineation order. The dice score compares the predicted vs. the corrected contour for each delineated heart. After the initial training period, the vast majority of dice scores are above 0.9, with only a few outliers dropping below. Outliers are labelled a and b.
Figure 7: Outliers a and b. For each heart two axial slices are shown with contours overlaid. On the left the model prediction is shown in green with the user corrected heart in yellow. On the right only the corrected heart is shown. For both the outliers with low dice, the tumour was located adjacent to the heart.

Figure 8: Dice score computed using the initial predicted image and the corrected version. Y-axis restricted to 0.9 to 1.0 to show improvement in mean over time. The mean dice score has fluctuations, but shows a general trend of improvement throughout the experiment.
Figure 9: Percentage of hearts with absolute differences from 0.25 to 1 Gray and over 1 Gray for images 1-311, 312-622 and 623 to 923. The dose differences decrease as more images are annotated correctively.

Figure 10: A plot of the outliers, showing dose differences between the predicted and corrected heart contours along with mean heart dose for hearts with absolute differences over 0.25 Gray for images 1-311, 312-622 and 623 to 923. The outliers became less severe in terms of dose difference as more images were annotated. Despite this, even in the later stages of interactive training (images 622-933) there was still a severe outlier with a difference of over 6 Gray. This outlier, labelled b, corresponds to the dice score outlier labelled b in figure 6 and shown in figure 7b. In some cases a low corrected mean heart dose would still have a large dose difference, for example in images 622-933 one heart had less than 2 Gray mean heart dose but over 1.5 Gray difference between the predicted and corrected heart contours.